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AUSTRALIAN SOUTH DEVONS. 

NEWSLETTER AUTUMN 2017. 

Hullo Everyone 

As I write this I am still reeling from the sudden and unexpected death of Brian James, so a 

tribute to Brian forms an important part of this newsletter. 

This newsletter is going to arrive just after the 2017 Review, which is a bit unfortunate, but 

because Graham and I are part of the Australian contingent going to South Africa for the 

World Conference, it has to be this way.  By the time the Conference attendees arrive back in 

Australia, we will need to have an immediate response to the nomination of Councillors 

followed by an equally immediate vote (IF NECESSARY) so that results can be announced at 

the AGM in Toowoomba on Saturday June 3rd. 

The way we elect our councillors this year will be very different to previous years, so some 

careful thought and timely action on the part of members is required – or else we won’t have a 

council!  The time for sitting on hands is finished and we all now need to get involved.  

Nomination forms will be sent very shortly to all members and MUST be returned to David 

McDonald by 5pm Thursday 18
th

 May.  Seven (7) councillors are required and postal elections 

will be held should there be more than seven (7) nominations received. 

While still on the 2017 AGM, please give some serious consideration to where the 2018 AGM 

should be held.  

Also included is follow up on the important win at Lardner Park Steer trials by the 

Winterwood South Devons of Peter Hutchinson; results from the Davelle sale; plus  some 

other interesting sales from studs. 

CORRECTION FROM LAST NEWSLETTER; 

I mistakenly put in the last newsletter that Rick and Sue McDouall (Kildare) had some Elker 

642A calves.  This was my mistake – I misunderstood Rick on the phone – I’m blaming a bad 

mobile connection! Kildare will have calves by Elker 642A but they were not on the ground 

when that newsletter was printed. 

This does reinforce my request that all news be provided to me in writing; then I can double 

check and try to avoid such mistakes happening. 

 

 

NOTE - 2017 AGM – Saturday 3
rd

 June - Toowoomba, QLD.  Cotswold Motor Inn at 4pm 

followed by a dinner at 7pm.  Bookings for the dinner and accommodation need to be made 

to Ross Cauley immediately.  07 46928260. 
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Tribute to Brian James 
On Friday 10th March 2017, the South Devon community lost one of our stalwart supporters, 

with the sudden and unexpected death of Brian James, Bolinda Stud, NSW.  Our sincere 

condolences are extended to Liz, Hollie, Lachlan and Chloe and their families. 

Graham and I, along with Rick and Sue McDouall, Chris and Leonie Daley, and Pam Flynn 

attended Brian’s funeral in Gunnedah.  This tribute had been put together with the 

assistance of Brian’s family, from the various tributes paid to him at that funeral, as well as 

my own reflections on the short time I had known Brian.  I decided to include, in full, the 

heartfelt words written by his family.  I’ll take pieces out of the other tributes.  

“Brian’s Eulogy  

I’m Chloe’s partner Tim Spargo and I’m reading Brian’s Eulogy on behalf of Liz, 

Hollie, Lachlan and Chloe. 

 How do you say goodbye to someone you have known your whole life? A man who 

loved the ocean just as much as he loved the land.  

Edward Brian James was born on 13 April 1943 in Sydney to Thelma and Cobber 

James. Brian was the eldest of four children. Dad, you gave us a great childhood. We 

had it all living by the ocean and spending our school holidays at the farm. We had 

so many great adventures and fun.  We remember when we used to go to Dorrigo 

and you would whisper in our ears at some dark hour of the morning and say “It’s 

time to go to the farm”. After the 9 long hour drive to Dorrigo our farm adventures 

would include branding cattle, digging thistles for 5c a pop, collecting potatoes, 

picking blackberries, swimming in the Little Murray River, riding on the new blue 

tractor with steps, attending cattle sales especially the juicy sausage rolls, attending 

the Dorrigo show and learning the skill of how to fit 1 adult and 3 kids on a two-

wheel motor bike.  

We will never forget learning to 

surf on your back – an activity 

the grandkids also got to 

experience. 

When we sat together 

reminiscing we talked about 

what a charmed childhood we 

had enjoyed.  

When we visited you at work as 

kids we looked forward to the 

tug boat ride and climbing the 

little slippery steps up the side 

of the tanker to be greeted by you at the top. When on the tanker we were allowed to 
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play the pokies and keep the winnings, play darts, be crash test dummies for the life 

raft safety tests, eat as many chocolate coated biscuits as we wanted and watch dirty 

dancing on repeat.  

One family tradition was going to the Royal Sydney Easter Show each year with Dad 

waking us up early with the words “It’s Showtime”. It was always exciting to find 

out what show bags you bought for us. We remember the liquorice bag was always 

your favourite with your love of liquorice all sorts.  

We loved lying on yours and Mum’s bed watching all the home-made videos that 

you took of us, we never got sick of watching them. We also remember watching All 

The Rivers Run and you would say “that Sigrid Thornton, she can park her shoes 

under my bed anytime”, the whole family used to get a laugh out of that.  

Dad you were a man so full of 

life that it’s hard to believe that 

this has happened. You still 

had so many plans for the 

future including a trip to the 

South Devon world conference 

in South Africa with mum next 

month. At 73 you decided it 

was a good time to buy 5 

racehorses and start a new 

adventure with them. We hope 

to be racing one in a few weeks 

once she is ready.  

We are comforted to know that 

you chose to be here on your 

farms when you could have 

been doing many other things 

but your love for the farms was 

strong.  You would call and 

give updates on the weather, 

the cows, the crops, when you 

had sold a heifer/steer for one 

us or your grandkids and more 

recently the racehorses.  

Chloe won’t forget the moment she looked up when hosting Evie’s 2nd birthday, to 

see you dad standing in the hall way like you’d literally just stepped off the tractor, 

hay still in that crazy hair do you always had, having driven 10 hours to be there. 

Dad that meant a lot. 
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Dad you might not always have agreed with decisions we made but always 

supported us. Dad you were a man who taught us so much, how to surf and how to 

farm being just two of these things. You always worked hard and never really sat 

down. You taught us all to be hard workers but to also to enjoy the privileges bought 

by hard work. 

The final words for this 

tribute belong with Liz. 

Brian, I thank you for our 47 

years of marriage. Your 

loyalty, our mutual trust and 

your generosity will always 

remain with me.  

We gave each other room to 

both be ourselves and enjoy 

our life together.  Our 3 

children will continue to 

uphold your fine values.  

We all already miss you 

more than words can say but we are proud and grateful for the time we spent 

together. “ 

‘Noel’s tribute to Dad 
Good afternoon everyone, my name's Noel Heden, and unfortunately, I'm unable to be here 

to-day in person. 

When Liz asked if I would write about my memories of Brian's early years, my first thoughts 

were of how fortunate I was to have had him as a lifelong friend, and I hope that she and his 

family will take comfort in knowing how well loved they all were by him. 

Being born only 5 months apart in 1943, and living across the street from each other at 

Newport, on Sydney's northern beaches, I have lasting memories of time spent at each 

other's homes.  Brian's parents, Thelma and Cobber lived on a large double block of land, 

with vegetable gardens, fruit trees and goats, and were always very welcoming, provided 

you shut the gate and didn't let the goats out Newport, in those days, was more like a small 

village than a suburb or Sydney, with only a couple of sealed streets, and life for children 

growing up there was, I imagine, similar to growing up in Gunnedah. Although we didn't 

realise it at the time, we were fortunate to be part of a small, carefree, and safe community. 

BUT, having said that, our lives could have been cut very short, had Mr Porter, a neighbour 

who milked his cow, got his hands on us.  We thought it great fun to climb up onto our chook 

pen roof, rattle the iron to startle the cow, that would kick over the milk bucket, then we'd 

take off running with him after us.  Belated apologies to Mr. Porter! 

 Brian was a rather quiet boy, who really only spoke when he had something to say, but that 

didn't stop us from getting into a bit of strife on a few occasions.  It didn't go down too well 

with my mother when she went to mow our lawn and discovered the motor missing from the 

mower!  We'd "borrowed" it to power our latest model billycart. 

 After finishing school and completing his Marine Engineer's apprenticeship, he went to sea 

in 1964, sailing to Tasmania and New Guinea, and would return home bursting to tell us 
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about his travels.  When he joined the crew of the Abel Tasman, travelling between Coffs, 

Ballina and New Zealand, he'd visit us on his return armed with boxes of New Zealand fish 

and butter, and my wife would "value add" to the butter and he'd leave with bottles of 

shortbread. 

I'll miss hearing my phone ring and a voice saying "g'day Noel, it's Brian here" and we'd be 

on for our monthly catch-up talk, and would continue on as if we'd only spoken the day 

before.  Having been mates for 73 years, and never having a cross word, gives you all a 

pretty good indication of his easy-going nature, and who knows what path our lives would 

have taken if mum hadn't wrecked our boatbuilding careers! ‘ 

  

‘My name is Robert Browne 

Brian and I served our apprenticeship together at Palm Beach Marine Service. We 

spent 5 years there with a great bunch of tradesmen. 

We used to go to the surf club dances and the Newport Arms Hotel as we surfed and 

played together and talked about our life after apprenticeship, going to the sea was 

the answer, plenty of money and lots of leave, 6 weeks on and 6 weeks off. So, 

Brian went as an engineer and I went as a shipwright. BHP ships go to W.A, we 

didn’t cross paths for a year or so. The next time I hear from Brian he paid me the 

greatest compliment of my life by asking me to be his best man at his wedding to Liz, 

unfortunately I had to go to sea. Brian and I stayed in touch. In later years, we both 

worked for Caltex Oil and our ships would meet in different ports. It’s over now, until 

we meet again. 

My father said to me when I was young –  

Son throughout your life you will have lots of mates & acquaintances but your true 

friends you can count on your right hand. 

Brian James is on my right hand.’  

 

‘It is my privilege to bring greetings and condolences from the Dalton family and to speak as 

Liz’s sister and one of Brian’s NZ in-laws. 

Once upon a time nearly 50 years ago, Miss Elizabeth Dalton was a teacher in Nelson, NZ. 

One evening she happened upon a coffee bar, the Chez Nous. 

By sheer coincidence, a young marine engineer called Brian James happened upon the same 

coffee bar as his ship, the Abel Tasman, was berthed in the port of Nelson. 

A romance quickly blossomed and within a short space of time Liz and Brian were planning 

their wedding. Our family was very taken by this tall, handsome and gentle man who had 

come into our midst from such a faraway country as Australia. The wedding took place in 

our home town of Ashburton, and the guests took much care in choosing gifts which the 

young couple could ship over to Sydney to begin their new life together.  

Liz and Brian had a house built in Newport, and within a few years there was the patter of 

Hollie’s tiny feet, followed by Lachlan and then Chloe. 

When I think of Brian, I remember a man who was kind, thoughtful and generous. My sister 

Judy also used exactly the same words in relation to Brian, and she gave the example of a 

recent visit to Sydney where Brian picked lemons from a bush, made a drink for her and 

kept her company when she was poorly...while Liz and I were out on the town. 

When I think of Brian, the words unassuming and loyal come to mind. 
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When I think of Brian, I picture a bashful smile and twinkling eyes, and never more so than 

when he was surrounded by his grandchildren. Lia, Ella, Coby, Ashton, Stirling, Fraser and 

Evie, we know how special your Grandpa and Papa was to you, and how sad you are feeling.  

Your Mums and Dads and Grandma will continue to tell the stories which will keep his 

memory alive for you.’  (Lois Dalton) 

 

‘Bolinda South Devon Stud 

In 1992, Brian bought “Bolinda”, just south of Boggabri, and for the next few years ran a 

commercial herd of comprising various breeds, but with a predominance of Hereford x 

Murray Grey crosses. Several years later, following a visit to New Zealand, Lachlan suggested 

that he ought to introduce some South Devon blood into the commercial mix. This Brian did, 

and was sufficiently pleased with the results that in 1998, he established the Bolinda South 

Devon Stud, sourcing stud cows from Western Australia (Nardlah stud), South Australia 

(Craivon stud), and New South Wales (Braeburn stud). Over the next decade, further cows 

were sourced from the Lincoln and Gadara studs in South Australia, and from the Waminda 

and Merilba studs in New South Wales. Currently, the breeding herd has just over 100 

females. 

In his breeding program, Brian used a combination of natural sires, which he had either bred 

himself or introduced from other herds, and AI sires. While AI semen was generally of 

Australian origin, in his quest for outcrosses, he visited New Zealand on several occasions, 

obtaining semen from the Taheke and Westhams studs, and more recently, having toured 

England, was starting to use semen from English bulls as well.  

As well as being an assiduous performance recorder, Brian devoted much time and energy 

to promoting South Devons through carcase competitions. Early successes were recorded at 

the 2002 Sydney Royal Easter Show, and at the Upper Hunter Prime Stock Show the 

following year. Numerous successes followed, with some of the more recent ones being in 

the Royal Agricultural Society’s annual Beef Challenge, where Brian’s cattle achieved 

considerable success in 2013, 2014, 2015, and 2016 competitions. At last year’s Queensland 

Royal Show, in the Paddock to Palate Competition Class 38C, the Bolinda cattle were 

awarded the Highest Individual Index Score – a tribute to Brian’s perseverance and ability. 

In 2002, in order to promote South Devons and to have bulls “out there” working in 

commercial herds, Brian encouraged several breeders in northern NSW to band together 

and hold an annual South Devon cattle sale. Its purpose was to provide a respectable 

number of animals from diverse genetic backgrounds in one place so as to make it easier for 

prospective buyers. Thus, the EVERREDY sale came into being and was conducted at the 

then recently constructed livestock selling centre in Tamworth.  

Following the 2005 sale, one of the vendors moved to Tasmania, while another decided to 

withdraw from the sale. Not to be put out by this, Brian decided to hold his own sale at 

“Derwent Park”, a property that he had recently purchased not far from “Bolinda”. Thus, for 

the next nine years (2006-2014), the annual Bolinda Bull sale was held by auction at 

“Derwent Park”, and in order to support other studs, Brian, with characteristic generosity 
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and graciousness, used to invite the Armidale-based Alpha and Ace South Devon Studs to 

participate as guest vendors.  

While these “on property” sales were 

successful, Brian acknowledged that 

“Derwent Park” was somewhat out of the 

way, making it difficult for many of the 

buyers to attend and view the cattle. 

Thus, in order to make his bulls more 

readily available to distant buyers, in 

2015, Brian decided to conduct his 

annual Bolinda Sale through the Internet-

based AuctionsPlus system. This was a 

successful move which caused him to use 

it again in 2016, and which resulted in his 

most successful sale ever. When he died earlier this month, he was already starting to plan 

his 2017 AuctionsPlus sale.’ (Written by John Flynn) 

 

As you can see, Brian 

was very highly 

thought of by most 

people who knew him.  

There was a whole 

different part of his life 

that we, as South 

Devon breeders, were 

mostly unaware of. I 

only knew Brian for a 

very short time really.  

Graham and I had our 

first real conversation 

with Brian at his place 

during the 2011 World Conference Tour, but we got to know him much better 

during the three weeks we spent on the bus in 2014 during the USA World 

Conference Tour.  I’ve told Brian’s children that my enduring memory of Brian will 

be of he and Graham leaning against a wall, or the bus, ice-cream in hand at every 

opportunity.  They couldn’t believe their luck at the large size of the ice-creams in 

the US!  Recently, due to my work on the newsletter and the Review, I had 

numerous telephone conversations with Brian, usually about photos of his cattle.  

Last August, when Brian was awarded the Highest Individual Score for his cattle in 

the Brisbane Royal Paddock to Palate competition, he asked Graham and I to 

represent him at the Presentation as he couldn’t be there.  We very proudly 
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displayed that ribbon at our site in the cattle pavilion for the duration of our stay 

there. 

Brian was a very quiet, thoughtful man who obviously adored his family and will be 

very much missed.  

Following Brian’s untimely death, the difficult decision has been made to disperse the 

stud. The annual Bolinda South Devon AuctionsPlus sale will be moved forward to late 

May/early June, and will include stage one of the female dispersal. The James Family will 

keep us advised as soon as they have finalised details. 

LARDNER PARK STEER TRIALS (Leonie Daley)  

The Annual Lardner Park Steer Trial held near Warragul in Gippsland Victoria has been 

running for over 15 years. It has been well supported by Victorian South Devon breeders 

since its inception. The objectives of the steer trial are to demonstrate the carcase 

requirements of the domestic and heavy domestic trade markets and to provide 

information on the growth and carcase quality of the steers.  It also aims to assist beef 

producers in their understanding of live steer assessment, market requirements, steer 

growth and fattening relative to pasture production. The steers are entered in pairs, both 

animals having to be the same breed or crossbreed.  All of the cattle start on the property in 

June and are weighed regularly with entrants able to view the cattle each weighing day. 

They are run in one mob on pasture with some supplementary feeding of hay and silage 

when required. 

Until 2014 there were two turn-offs for the cattle, in November and January. The first turn-

off was those entered in the Standard Domestic Trade Class with specifications having to be 

met at Hot Standard Carcase Weight of between 210 – 270 kgs and a P8 Fat Depth of 

between 5 and 14 mm. The 2nd turn-off was for the Heavy Domestic Trade with a Hot 

Standard carcase weight of between 270-310kgs and P8 Fat Depth of 6- 12 mm. There were 

penalty points imposed if cattle did not meet these specifications. Carcases are judged at 

Radford’s Abattoirs in Warragul, using the Meat Standards Australia grading system.  Since 

2014 there has only been one turn-off, that being the standard Domestic Trade. This has 

come about due to the number of entries increasing over the years but also due to parts of 

the Lardner Park farm being used for other activities throughout the year. 

 Our first involvement with the Lardner Park Grass Feed Steer Trial began in 2006 and South 

Devons have featured in the trial since then with many successes over the years. I am 

unsure of just which year the trial commenced but I do have on record, Tesbury Stud having 

wins in both 2003 and 2004. 

In 2006 Tesbury Stud entered 4 South Devon cross Angus steers and The Bend entered 2 

purebreds with all of them exceeding the weight gain average.   Tesbury scored the highest 

weight gain pair in the first turnoff with the steers averaging 1.86kgs per day. A fantastic 

weight gain on just grass! 

In the early years of the trial Genestar testing was also used. South Devons were noted to 

always score highly for the Tenderness marker.  “A quiet temperament certainly plays a 
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huge role because meat tenderness is certainly improved with an animal which isn’t 

stressed” I have always believed.  

In 2008 “Winterwood” South Devon and South Devon cross Angus steers were entered for 

the first time – two South Devon cross Angus steers and 2 pure South Devons. The Bend 

entered 4 purebreds. Peter Hutchinson of Winterwood won the highest weight gain award 

with 1.54 kgs per day. He also won the Highest Carcase Score and the Combined Weight 

Gain and Carcase Award with his South Devon X Angus steers. 

South Devons again did exceptionally well in 2010 with Tesbury and Winterwood placing 1st 

and 2nd in the Combined weight gain and Carcase award for the Heavy Domestic Turn-off. 

Tesbury had entered South Devon cross Angus and Winterwood with pure South Devons. In 

the First Turn-off for Standard Domestic Winterwood placed 2nd for the Combined weight 

gain and Carcase Award. The wins are too numerous to mention all-  but Tesbury, The Bend 

and Winterwood continued to enter 2 or 4 animals each for the next few years with great 

results.  

2014 saw the switch to just one turn-off, that being Standard Domestic. There were record 

numbers this year with 72 animals entered. Those with South Devon or South Devon cross 

cattle were Tesbury, The Bend, Winterwood and, newcomers to the trial, Johnston Farms 

with South Devon x Friesian/Angus, Fowler Farm with Red Poll x South Devon and 

Brejayanne with Bazadaise x South Devon. This year was Chris & Leonie Daley, The Bend 

Studs’ turn to shine taking out the Highest Weight Gain Award, and the Combined Weight 

Gain and carcase Award. The steers averaged 1.48kgs per day. The South Devon x Bazadaise 

steers entered by the Garratt family of Brejayanne had the highest yielding carcase with 

56.6%.  

In an interview with Chris for the newspaper after the trial he was quoted, “The South 

Devon breed’s best traits are their quiet temperament, fast weight gain and feed efficiency 

conversion rate. Put this together with great meat eating qualities and we have the perfect 

package”. 

Only one turnoff again for 2015 and again in 2016, but Winterwood, The Bend and Johnston 

Farms entered. 2016 saw the introduction of a change to the penalty points system with a 2-

point penalty per each kg over or under carcase weight specification. No animal was 

disqualified for weight but to be in contention to win the Highest weight gain award both 

animals needed to be within the specification. If one or both animals failed, the pair were 

not eligible.  One of The Bend steers was a whopping 27.5kgs over the specified weight 

range despite having entered the trial under the live weight range. A great steer but 

weighed 312kgs at the end of the trial resulting in 55 penalty points! Definitely out of 

contention to win an award but Chris was more than happy with the price he received for 

his steers!  Not to let the South Devon success story down, Peter Hutchinson’s Winterwood 

steers pulled off the win yet again - Highest Weight Gain (within the specified weight range) 

and the Combined Weight Gain and Carcase Award. Phillip Johnston of Johnston’s Farm 

received 2nd place in the individual carcase award for his South Devon x Friesian/ Angus 

steer.  
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For at least 15 years now, South Devons, I believe, have had a remarkable achievement in 

this trial, something to be celebrated. Whether it was as a purebred South Devon or crossed 

with Angus we have consistently been there as a breed which has won more often than any 

other.  

I was quoted a few years ago as saying, “South Devons ability to perform well in carcase 

competitions, grass feed and feedlot trials in recent years has created an increased 

awareness, recognition and popularity for the breed. The breed has long been known for its’ 

quiet nature but now meat quality and carcase ability are being noticed. A quiet 

temperament certainly plays a huge role because meat tenderness is certainly improved 

with an animal which isn’t stressed. If there is a shift to a value based payment system in the 

Beef Industry then South Devons are poised to take advantage of their market share as they 

are quiet, grow fast, yield well and the meat quality is amazing”.   

I hope to see this happen into the future for this great breed, the SOUTH DEVONS.  

I will attach the official Lardner Park results booklet to this newsletter so that everyone 

can see the full picture of steer performance in different breeds if they want to.  

Below is a copy of a newspaper article from March 2003 when Tesbury first exhibited at 

Lardner Park. 

 

 

News from Davelle. 
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What a great period for Davelle 

Since the last review, David and Rochelle Leese have been very busy with their South Devon stud – 

shows, sales, exports, visits, travel and that’s just the farming business. 

Davelle continues to attend as many shows as possible to parade our South Devons, and more often 

than not find their way to the pointy end of the shows collecting many broad ribbons. The country 

shows they attend are always interbreed, so it’s very good to perform well. In 2015 they showed cattle 

in 3 states – SA, VIC and QLD, showing the great attributes of their South Devons. 

Carcass competitions are fast becoming their main competitive tool. They strongly believe it is “half 

breed and half feed”. The South Devon is ideally suited – high yielding carcasses with just enough fat. 

When looking back over the years Davelle South Devons have been very consistent in the Royal 

Adelaide Show Carcass competition - 2007 Reserve Champion Heavy Domestic, 2011 Grand 

Champion Carcass, 2014 Champion Heavy Domestic Carcass and in 2016 Reserve Heavy Domestic 

carcass. They are also very proud when Davelle bred steers also performed very well both on hoof 

and hook. 

Their “Opportunity Sale” continues to grow each year. The AuctionsPlus method of selling is a very 

flexible way to sell, suiting both buyer and us. In 2016 they moved the annual sale from spring to Feb, 

allowing them to use the SA Beef Field Days as an inspection day which has greatly benefited the 

sale. “Any opportunity we have to show case our cattle we’ll grab, when we get visitors they are 

impressed.” 

In 2016 they negotiated an interesting trade between Davelle and MJB Ranch in the USA. They have 

been successfully using MJB genetics and have been on the lookout for a new AI sire. MJB Cool 

458C was recommended as a suitable candidate, MJB were also looking for new genetics and they 

recommended Davelle Black Ace K2. So, a deal was struck. MJB Cool 458C calves will be seen at 

Davelle in July. 

Davelle UB Righton H26 was successfully exported to the Van Asch Family in New Zealand. They 

still have good amounts of Righton available for export. 

They continually see a steady flow of visitors at Davelle. “Please if you are in our area, don’t hesitate 

in contacting us, you are most welcome.” In 2016 Richard and Denise van Asch visited from NZ, a 

great time was had with them discussing many wide and varied topics, especially the future of South 

Devons. 

Recently David contacted some long-term buyers of Davelle genetics and asked if they could put a 

few words together -  

Leon Gill and partner Megan Lister of Willybee Pastoral Pty Ltd writes – 

“We manage a mixed family farming operation consisting of cereal cropping, 400 Merino Sheep and 

180 South Devon based cattle with some cross breeding with Shorthorn and Murray Greys. 

Located at Wudinna East on Eyre Peninsula, summer temperatures over 40celsius and yearly average 

rainfall of 280mm. Average paddock size of 1000 acres requires bulls to walk and work. Cows calved 

in autumn due to weather and feed requirements. 

The top 40 South Devon heifers are retained for breeding requirements, remaining heifers and steers 

grown to minimum of 450 kg in feedlot before being marketed. 

In 2016 a South Devon Steer was donated to Wudinna Area School for the Royal Adelaide Show 

School Led Steer Competition. The steer came 2
nd

 on hoof heavy domestic and 2
nd

 on hooks heavy 

domestic. The steer was sired by Davelle UB Right H12.  
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For the last 10 years, we have been acquiring bulls from Davelle and are impressed with the outcomes 

we are achieving from the breed. Davelles’ use of Auctions Plus makes acquiring good genetics a 

reality. 

Scott Nix from Boyup Brook WA, writes – 

“I needed new blood here in W.A. a few phone calls lead us to Davelle Stud that did the EBV's and 

could export into W.A. Since 2008 we have found by using Davelle Bulls we have had success 

putting extra softness into the cattle which the market now demands. We have been matching and 

making more than the Black Angus cattle. 

This year towards the end of April I will be mating around 450hd of South Devon cows for an eight-

week mating. 

The calves will start to arrive around the first of February. 

All calves will be marked drenched plus a B12+sel injection in end of April. 

Come the first week of October all calves are drenched plus a B12+sel injection and all are paddock 

weaned steers and heifers. 

We target December weaner sales on the auction plus selling system which Colin Thexton Rural 

Independent Agents uses. All cattle were assessed and weighed and average between 370-390kg 

 

Scott Nix 2015 weaners 

 

Davelle 4th Opportunity Sale – 10TH February 2017. 

With 26 logged in bidders and 32 guests the AuctionsPlus format of Davelle’s annual sale continues 

to gain traction. 

A great result for Davelle South Devon’s 100% Females sold (ave $2,260) and 75% Bulls (ave $4,800) 

selling into 4 states and within SA – Mid North, Eyre Peninsula, Adelaide Hills and the South East. 

Lot 15 Davelle Progress Dixon L46 for the top price of $8,000 to John and Pam Flynn “Alpha” stud 

Armidale NSW. Impeccably breed, this high-performance bull offered an outcross for the Flynn’s. A 

red BC Progress 315U son. EMA in the top 1% with softness and IMF. All Indexes in the top 1%. 

WA buying was strong throughout the catalogue, “we remained a MN3 equivalent herd, which has 

paid dividends with the recent changes to selling into WA”. 
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Scott Nix, Boyup Brook took home 4 bulls, Scott has been buying bulls from Davelle for many years, 

in a recent sale on AuctionsPlus 143 weaner steers by Davelle bulls sold for $1,300/hd, Scott 

appreciates Davelle’s breeding objectives and can see the benefits. 

Repeat buyers, GD & BJ Mather Mount Barker WA purchased Lot 2 Davelle H26 Prime $5,800 a real 

powerhouse with a raw EMA of 110cm2 and solid performance data, they also purchased 2 females, 

Davelle Fearless Rose J33 $2,500 and Davelle Fearless May J35 $2,200. The Mather’s have a nucleus 

of about 200 commercial South Devon cows and use South Devon bulls for replacements and an 

Angus bull to sell weaners “the cows are maternal machines with the calves highly sought after”. 

Gavin Russell “Callenish” stud brought 3 of the older females, Dukes Flat Chocolate $2,700, Davelle 

Z26 Debra C55 $2,500 and Davelle Harry’s Rose H22 $2,500, with the plan to flush, “some great 

older cows that have breed strongly which we want calves from to build our base”. 

Willybee Pastoral Co, Wudinna brought Lot 11 Davelle Progress Prime L33 for $5,900. Long term 

clients that had recent success from a Davelle breed steer in the Royal Adelaide Show Carcass 

competition coming second in the hoof class and second in the Heavy Domestic Schools class on 

hook “we love the carcass the Davelle bulls put into our calves”. 

New clients Highridge Pastoral Co, Paris Creek, brought Lot 9 Davelle Toryson Rocket L26 for $5,900, 

needing a bull to be used in their new South Devon herd and as an AI backup in their Angus herd 

after hearing of the great results of crossing with South Devons. 

Also, new to Davelle, Oliver Nominees Avenue Range brought Lot 20 Davelle Ace Rightnow L69 for 

$5,900 to use in their crossbreeding program. 

Long term South Devon breeders Tesbury Partnership Camperdown Vic took 2 bulls Lot 13 Davelle 

Hermes Axles L35 an old style bred bull and Lot 14 Davelle Progress Ned L39 a modern breed bull to 

be used in their stud and cross breeding operation. 

Another new client Allan Condron Stratford Vic brought Lot 21 for $4,200 Davelle Ace Rusty L72.  

Broad Cattle Company “Old Canowie” through Landmark Jamestown brought 3 bulls, including the 2 

black South Devons to be introduced into their breeding program “we’re interested to see how they 

perform both locally and possibly into the northern properties, the blacks especially”. The Broad 

family have vast cattle interests in SA and NT. 

Females sales were solid, with ones not sold in the sale picked up very quickly afterwards.  

Chris, Daphne and Andrew Bretag took home 3 cows to continue building their commercial herd, 

“we are impressed in the way the South Devon has performed for us, calves straight off mum have 

sold well”. 

John Brian “Babrooten South Devons” Echuca Vic picked up 2 females buying top priced female Lot 

23 Davelle C22 May E13 for $3,000 and Lot 33 Davelle D51 Penny H39 $2,200. 

James and Kathy McUtchen, Diamondy Qld selected 2 females for their new South Devon stud 

“Jambili”, Lot 24 Davelle Fearless Iris J23 $2,200 and Lot 37 Davelle Fearless Rose K72 $2,500. 

Straight after the sale Shaun and Sharee Hamson Culcain NSW, purchased the 3 young “K” cows to 

add to their commercial herd. 
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We are thrilled in selling 100% of the females for a second year, with a good number brought by 

South Devon breeders. Bull sales increased from last year and so did the average, with many going 

to stud duties. 

The pleasing part of the sale was how the South Devon was increasingly being utilised in cross 

breeding operations throughout the country. We know the strong commercial traits of the South 

Devon and how complimentary they are over many breeds specially to add yield and maternal traits. 

It’s interesting to hear of the programs and the successes. 

At Davelle we have packaged commercial traits and have used BreedPlan to show the commercial 

relevance and proof into what the beef industry demands, we continue to be leaders within the 

breed for performance recording and breeding what is demanded. 

MORE SOUTH DEVON SALES. 

John and Sue Harvey of Torr Down South 

Devons had an extremely successful 

outcome from their participation in the 

Beef Week field days, with all offered 

young bulls being sold. 

Garth and Shirley Huppatz from Gadara 

South Devons (SA) purchased a new stud 

sire, Torr Down Magnifico 3. 

A new customer was Bryony Nicholson 

who purchased Torr Down Magnifico 6 for 

the family farm at Limbri, near Tamworth NSW. He will be used in a commercial South 

Devon herd. 

The last calf by natural service by Torr Down Marvel 3, Torr Down Merlin 21 was also 

‘spoken for’ by a very large Angus breeder from northern Victoria (Tom and Claire Doolan) – 

this little bull is 15 months old but obviously made a significant impression as he will soon 

be heading north where he will be used in a RED composite herd.  

The photo above shows Magnifico 3 on the left and Magnifico 6 on the right. 

 

News from Gum Hill; 

Once again, the Burra Community School 

students took the opportunity to get hands on 

experience at Gum Hill South Devon Stud.  For 

many years students have assisted in the calf 

weaning, which takes place towards the end of 

the year.  Workloads for both the stud and the 

school meant that that didn’t happen in 2016, so 

a new experience for the students was to have 

hands on Pregnancy Testing early in the school 
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year.  With a lecture from vet Dr Andrew 

Coffey, the students were able to 

understand the testing process and some 

were able to don the gloves and try the 

process, a very interesting experience for 

all. 

Gum Hill has for many years assisted with 

the practical ‘hands on’ cattle work for 

the students, quite often the only 

opportunity that many have to 

experience cattle in the field.  2017 will 

mark the 40th year that Gum Hill has provided a steer for the Royal Adelaide Show carcase 

competition to the Burra Community School. 

News from Grace Glen. 

Since commencing to breed South Devon cattle in 1979 David and Mary Corker have seen 

considerable change within the breed.  During the earlier years, David believes, the cattle 

were a little larger, predominantly horned and sometimes slightly under muscled as a carry 

over from the days that they were bred as a dual-purpose breed. 

Careful selection has carried forward the outstanding milking qualities of the South Devon 

while increasing the fleshing and removing the horns.  Grace Glen has aimed for a polled, 

well muscled, soft and earlier maturing type of animal and is happy with the progress made.   

Grace Glen usually runs about thirty polled South Devon breeders calving down during 

March and April each year.  Birth weights mostly range from 34 to 42 kg with mature cows 

from 730 to 800 kg and mature bulls from 1050 to 1150 kg. 

During 2014 while on an extensive South Devon cattle breeder’s tour of the United States, 

David identified what he and others believed to be the “stand out” South Devon bull of the 

trip.  At the subsequent Elkington Brother’s annual sale, he secured a half share in the bull 

with semen rights outside of North America. The bull, Elker 642A, David said, provided a 

total outcross that exhibited the desirable qualities of the modern South Devon. 

As South Devon cattle breeders, David believes, that the best genetics from home and 

around the globe need to be constantly sourced to keep up with other breeds and to 

maintain a place in the beef industry. 

 

The Melbourne University Pin-Up Boy. 

When Dr Charles El Hag from Melbourne 

University Veterinary department required a 

bull so that large animal male reproduction, 

conformation etc could be demonstrated and 

students could have ‘hands on’ experience, 
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naturally he looked for a South Devon!  The Bend Hot Rod was seconded to the university 

and has been a star recruit, never putting a (rather large) foot wrong.  Owner Rob Bennett 

has previously supplied Hot Rod as a ‘Guess the Weight’ exhibit at Bellarine Show where he 

also became a crown favourite due to his unflappable nature. 

 

Ross and Dell Cauley of Ashlea South Devons are already selling their ‘M’ 

bulls as there has been consistent demand for their genetics.  They are 

hoping to have young cattle from a variety of lines on display at Farmfest.  

Ross is still especially pleased with his Durango calves. 

Rick and Sue McDouall, Kildare, have had a steady stream of enquiries regarding the supply 

of bulls. It will be very interesting to see the result of Rick’s experiment with the Red 

Wagyu/South Devon cross when the calves start arriving fairly shortly.  I can tell you that the 

Red Wagyu bull has grown quite noticeably from when I first saw him in October to when I 

saw him again a couple of weeks ago.  Watch this space!  

 

 

I thought this was a very nice tribute to Australia from one of our ex Poms.  They barrack for 

Australia in the Ashes so they’re all right in my book! 

 

Australia    

                 

In the quiet of a misty dawn, beside the billabong  

The magpies start their carolling, a true Australian song. 

The smell of eucalyptus pungent from morning dew 

This is the time Australia when I have love of you. 

 

A stroll along the river bank on a peaceful winter’s morn, 

Glorious golden blossom the wattle trees adorn. 

Crystal water sparkling and above, clear skies of blue. 

This is my view of Australia, and I have love of you. 

 

The relentless sun shines down, strength sapping shimmering heat. 

Perspiration trickling from top of head, to weary dragging feet. 

Dark thunder clouds gather and roll across the sky  

Yearned for drops of rain, falling from on high. 

The smell of sweet salvation as it caresses rock hard earth. 

A smile creeps across my face, then I burst into full scale mirth. 
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“You beauty” an end to the drought, right on cue. 

This is a time Australia when I DO, have love of you. 

 

The purple shades of evening draw to a close a perfect day. 

On one side a brilliant sunset of flame, gold and grey 

The other, a full moon rising, golden orb behind gum tree 

This is my home Australia, and I do have love of thee. 

 

SUE HARVEY  @ copyright  

NEXT ISSUE; 

The next newsletter will probably be a World Conference/AGM special.  Depends on what I 

find when I get back from South Africa.  If there are no dramas waiting for me, I’ll try to 

cover the South Africa tour on its own and get it out prior to the AGM. Then I can do an 

AGM and school steer update newsletter for mid-year.  I am finishing a “Do you 

remember?’’ article, which I hope to add to the mid-year newsletter. Also, a piece on a 

South Devon commercial breeder in Victoria, and on one of our newer junior members.  

If you have news, photos or results that you would like added to the newsletter – SEND 

THEM TO ME!   gh.lindsay@bigpond.com 

People who provide news to me for inclusion will be the ones you read about. Word 

documents are the easiest for me to include rather than PDF, and photos sent as jpeg are 

the best as I can also use them on the Facebook page.  Items for the mid-year newsletter 

would need to be in my hands (or preferably on my computer) by the end of June. 

 BITS AND PIECES FROM THE EDITOR. 

Queensland South Devon members have, as far as I am aware, escaped relatively unscathed 

from the ferocity of Cyclone Debbie.  Ern Bright may have had the worst of it with a small 

number of young bulls still missing as this goes to print.  However, given the height of the water 

shown in his posts to Facebook, I think he will agree that he has got off pretty lightly, and 

hopefully those few will still show up somewhere downstream.  Personally, we had some 

desperately needed rain and the mud is slowly drying out! There was still about 2/3 of Qld 

which was not even rained on, and some of that area is still extremely parched.  If someone 

could work out how to direct excess rain from areas that don’t want it to areas that really need 

it, there is no doubt the country would be immeasurably better off! 

There was a mistake in the ‘Review’ which eluded all of us who proof read it.  We have 

David McDonalds email address incorrect.  It should be; djmcdonald16@gmail.com   

SORRY – DON’T KNOW HOW THE GREMLINS MANAGED TO SLIP THAT ONE PAST US. 

mailto:djmcdonald16@gmail.com
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Heather Lindsay 

Editor 

267 Hoadley’s Road,  

Dalby  Qld  4405 

 

 

Aka The Calf Scruffer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


